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SPOKANE, Wash. - Nathan Wilson is an English teacher with no scientific training, but he thinks he knows how the piec
e of linen revered by many as Jesus' burial cloth was made. And he thinks it's not a physical sign of the Resurrection.
In other words, in Wilson's estimation, the Shroud of Turin is a fake Â— produced with some glass, paint and old cloth. A
nd that theory, especially with Easter this weekend, has so-called "Shroudies" abuzz.
"A lot of religious people are upset," said Wilson, 26, who teaches at New Saint Andrews College in Moscow, Idaho.
Wilson is himself an evangelical Christian but said his views on the shroud don't change his faith.
"I'm a Bible-believing Christian who believes in the Resurrection completely without a doubt," he said.
The Shroud of Turin is a linen cloth, about 14 feet long and 3 feet wide, that has been kept in the city of Turin, Italy, sinc
e 1578. It bears the image of a man with wounds similar to those suffered by Jesus. Believers say it was used to wrap C
hrist after he was taken off the cross.
The English instructor believes a medieval forger could have painted the image of a crucified man on a pane of glass, lai
d it on the linen, then left it outside in the sun to bleach the cloth for several days. As the linen lightened, the painted ima
ge of the man remained dark on the cloth, creating the equivalent of a photo negative.
Wilson wrote his theory in Books and Culture, a magazine for Christian intellectuals. It was picked up by several Web sit
es and is being debated in shroud circles. Wilson's Web site received more than 100,000 hits from 45 countries in the fir
st week of his article's publication.
Shroud expert Dan Porter said that while Wilson's theory is ingenious, it does not produce images identical to those on t
he shroud.
"It is not adequate to produce something that looks like the shroud in two or three ways," said Porter, who lives in Bronxv
ille, N.Y. "One must produce an image that meets all of the criteria."
Porter contends sun bleaching cannot have produced the image, which he and many others say is the result of chemical
reactions on the cloth.
"A problem with Wilson's hypothesis is that sun bleaching merely accelerates bleaching that will occur naturally as the m
aterial is exposed to light," Porter wrote in an e-mail to The Associated Press. "Eventually, Wilson's sun bleach shroud i
mage will fade into the background as exposure equalizes the bleaching."
The shroud has often been displayed, sometimes in bright sunlight for days at a time, and no such image fading has occ
urred, Porter said.
Porter and others also question whether panes of glass at least 6 feet long were produced in medieval times, as Wilson'
s theory would require.
Radiocarbon tests of the Shroud of Turin were done in 1988, and dated the cloth at A.D. 1260 to 1390 Â— seeming rulin
g it out as Jesus' burial cloth. But Raymond Rogers of Los Alamos National Laboratory recently argued that the tested th
reads came from later patches and might have been contaminated. Rogers calculated that the shroud is 1,300 to 3,000
years old and could easily date from Jesus' era.
Wilson said he wants to write a novel about his theory. The forger or perhaps forgers, Wilson theorizes, probably robbed
a grave and pulled the aged shroud off a body, then crucified someone to obtain the blood and study the wounds of Jes
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us.
"Most likely it involved some real wicked people," Wilson said.
Re: Teacher Claims Shroud of Turin Is Fake - posted by Smokey (), on: 2005/3/25 16:41
So what? ( the article, not the posting.) My faith is in Jesus, not some obscure piece of cloth.
Re: - posted by geddingsm (), on: 2005/3/25 22:05
I have to agree with smokey. I always get suspicous of icons. I've seen the story of the shroud of The History Channel
and it really doesn't matter if is real or fake there is really no way to know.
The shroud has been preserved through the Catholic church and seems to be put in the same category as dead saints p
reserved hands and and the skulls of monks that have so-called healing powers.
The keeping of these objects does not seem to be of God because it is idolatry at its worst. I believe that its the same re
ason there is no physical description of Jesus in the Bible because man would make even more idols.
Re: - posted by dann (), on: 2005/3/25 23:42
Apparently whoever forged the Shroud didn't read John 20:6-7.
"Then Simon Peter came, following him, and went into the tomb; and he saw the linen cloths lying there, and the handke
rchief that had been around His head, not lying with the linen cloths, but folded together in a place by itself."
The "handkerchief" would not have been wrapped around the outside of his burial linens, but rather around his bloodied
head, such that if the shroud were original we should expect to see a significant variance between the face and body. I t
hink the bible itself gives me reason enough to doubt the shroud, even if there weren't a mountain of evidence already pr
oving it a fake...
Dan
/\/
\/\
Re: - posted by IRONMAN (), on: 2005/4/1 0:23
hey I have a question though, if the shroud of turin really is the burial cloth of Christ, what then? What does it do for our
walk in the spirit? nothing except distract us from it I think. Just like a lot of other icons...
Re: - posted by IRONMAN (), on: 2005/4/1 0:25
with idols, the idea may seem noble enough, but such engravings and paintings etc become the focus of our worship an
d that is not a good thing, God will not have that and as far as catholics go ( I'm one, well sorta anyway) that is a BIG stu
mbling block...
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